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Editorial

In 1854 Charles Jardine Don was elected by a large majority
as a member for Collingwood thereby becoming the first working
tradesman elected to a parliament in Australia.
His election was seen by many as heralding the golden age

of the working man and the establishment of Victoria as a working
class Utopia.

Mr Desmond Shiel has written about the times of Charles

Jardine Don. We hope that members will attend this meeting, the

last meeting of the year and make it a well-attended meeting.
Topic of Meeting

The Peoples' Man, Charles Jardine Don
Australia's First Labor Politician

Date & Time

Tuesday 9th December,1986 at 7.45 p.m.

Speaker

Desmond Shiel

Venue

310 Queen Street, Melbourne - the office
of the Australian Insurance Officers Union.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING■

The 9th December meeting will be our annual meeting. We will

hear the reports of our progress and elect our executive for the
forth coming year.

The out-going executive is as follows:John Arrowsmith

- President phone number 418-4481

Richard Curl

- Executive member

729-5549

Jim Garvey

-

"

"

435-2882

Jack Hutson

-

"

"

836-8327
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Ian Brunsgrove

Executive member

4"60-7705

Peter Love

Vice President

716-2281

Lloyds Edmonds

Secretary

337-7554

LIONEL MURPHY (Dec.21/10/86)

Justice Lionel Murphy, peoples legislator and jurist has
passed from us.

His career as lawyer-parliamentary advocate for radical
causes and progressive change was strikingly productive and

inspiring. Brilliant in its legal expose, the dispersing of
artful mummery and the restoration of equity to judical decisions.

His interpretation of the Tax Act helped in the closing of the
loophole permitting massive tax evasion by the rich.

Murphy's tireless activity when Attorney-General reaped
much gainful legislation in areas viz:— family law, consumer
Protection, civil liberties and legal aid. His decisive initiative
was notable in critical situations.

In March 1973, a startled nation saw the intrepid first

law officer descent with his federal force on ASIO like the sword

of Damocles. That agency with its fumbling antics vacillating
in a gathering climate of thuggery, bombings and subversion of
ex-nazi immigrants was exposed to public view.

Lionel Murphy, as a High Court Judge openly and gladly
indicated his commitment to a wide spectrum of grass roots causes.
This man of signal social conscience, possessed of an intuitive
quality of intellect, was governed by an insatiable desire to
humanise the law.

-

• ■

Withal he was a charming and vivacious man, who had a merry
disregard for pomp and ceremony. He was a bane to the establishment.

Tragically entrapped in a devious web of justice system he was
submitted to an agony of harassment through inconclusive trials from
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February 1984 till his death.

Finally, sticken with cancer Murphy resumed his place bravely
on the High Court Bench to complete his work for posterity.

Lionel Murphy will be remembered with Higginbotham, Piddington,
Blackburn,Foster and Evatt, an adornment to any juridical roll
of honour.

J. GARVEY

IRISH ETHNIC POLITICS AND THE DEMOCRATIC LABOR PARTY.
A CRITIQUE OF KEITH CRISP AND LYLE ALLAN
; <

by DANIEL KUTNY

The Democratic Labor Party (DLP) remains an enigma. For

most of its existence the DLP has been labelled a party of
Catholics. In Recorder No.133 (April,1985,pp.6-10) Lyle Allan
claimed that the DLP was "an authentic ethnic party, an Irish
party with a distinctive ideological flavour uncharacteristic

in Australian politics." In the following issue of Recorder,
No.134 (June 1985, pp.11-13), Keith Crisp disagreed with Allan,

and claimed that the DLP was "an Australian political tendency
which became a party, in default of taking over totally the
Australian Labor Party (ALP)."

The DLP was partly Irish but it was not an Irish party,
the DLP was never even regarded as an official party of the
Catholic Church.Many of its leaders, including Robert Joshua
and Jack Little (not be to confused with the television wrestling
commentator, a confusion many voters almost certainly made when
Little was elected to the Senate from Victoria in 1967) were

Non-Catholics. The DLP was always concerned with Australian issues,
albeit on the political right, not Irish issues. Many DLP members
were anti-Communist refugees from Europe, and in 1970 the DLP
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in Victoria elected a Latvian as its President.

Intensity of religious practice may be more relevant than

being Catholic or Irish Catholic in explaining the DLP vote.
Hans Mol, in The Faith of Australians, suggests DLP voters

were likely to be

intensely religious. It is probably true

that Catholic DLP voters were more likely to pray and to attend
mass and confession. Such DLP Catholics did not, however, vote
DLP from

perceived religious duty. Catholics who voted for

DLP were likely to do so more because they belonged to a certain
social class who held strong religious beliefs rather than

because they saw a vote for the DLP as part of their religion.
The DLP did gain some support from working class Catholics,
especially in the years immediately after 1955, but Catholics

in middle class and managerial occupations were more likely
to vote DLP. It is grossly misleading to talk about the DLP as
being a party which owed its existence to some"Catholic" vote.

Catholics who voted for the DLP did not do so as Catholics.

Had they done so DLP electoral support would have been much

greater. It is doubtful that the DLP ever had the support of
a majority of Catholics in Victoria, and at no time did the
DLP ever have the majority support of Catholics in other States.

It is true that the DLP did have a solid base of support among
Irish-Catholic voters, certainly in Victoria where the DLP
has the unofficial support of the Hierarchy. The Catholic basis

of the DLP vote has never been the subject of any dispute among
students of voting behaviour, but the appeal of the DLP to many
non-Catholics won it Senate seats and kept it electorally active
long after its views might have seemed increasingly "old fashioned"
and puritanical. The DLP pushed issues such as Communism and

morality which appealed to a certain type of non-Catholic voter.
Even some non-religious voters shared a common concern on such

issues with the DLP. The DLP's policy of state aid for non
government schools was supported by many non-Catholics, and even
by Liberal Prime Minister R.G.Menzies.
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The DLP's ideology may have been greatly influenced by
Catholic teachings, but it had an Australian flavour as well.

The DLP was never a tendency. Individuals exhibit tendencies

when they have similar beliefs or act in similar ways. Small

factions can exhibit tendencies. A larger faction generally
cannot. The DLP grew out of a larger faction, the Industrial

Groups, which existed in the ALP. The Industrial Groups or
Grouper faction was successful initially because of its
discipline, not so much because of the beliefs of its members.

Robert Murray in The Split documents widely differing modes
of thought among Industrial Group supporters.

If the DLP was neither Irish nor a tendency what was it?

It was, in brief, a minority third party which helped keep
conservative governments in office from 1955 until 1972. It

was moral, principled and anti-Communist rather than pragmatic,
factors which prevented it from ever obtaining the status of

a major party. It never had enough voters to win parliamentary
seats. A simple explanation of the DLP is always inadequate,
but the fact that it was regarded in the public mind as a

Catholic party probably denied it the support it needed from

religious conservatives to provide the party with a long-term
existence.

THE 1979 UNION CARBIDE DISPUTE -

Continued

A clause in section 142 of the Conciliation and Arbitration

Act allows such an application to be referred to a full bench

of the Arbitration Commission to decide on whether a group of
workers can be denied the right to belong to a union. It was

the first time that this section of the legislation has been
used aginst the union movement.

While union support was continuing with meetings and

financial support, there was by October 4th some backdown by
the company from their previous hard line attitude. They were
no longer insisting that the workers sign restrictive forms
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before they were reinstated and they were no longer talking of
"selective re-employment".

On October 16th the sit-in was over but there was no clear

union victory. An offer presented by the company solicitors
was accepted at a mass meeting of workers. This offer included

the reinstatement of all sacked workers and the lifting of all

deregistration moves by Union Carbide. It went on to propose that
out of an Arbitration Commission full bench hearing in Sydney
on October 17th a special work value study on working hours be
commenced.

A year later all hourly paid workers within the Altona
complex were awarded the 35 hour week but it was not until

August 1981 that the 35 hour week was actually implemented.

This sit-in (the longest in Australian history) had a

rippling effect throughout the local and general community.
On the local scene there was general widespread support for the

Union Carbide workers expressed verbally, by financial donations
and the donation of goods eg. a particular Altona butcher supplied
the sit-in workers with free meat.

Other local workers organised pay levies and a trust fund
was set up to assist the Union Carbide workers.

On the broader scale there was support offered by other

national unions (some who already had a shorter working week and
those who saw this as a test case). The threat by the Australian
Telecom Employees' Association to cut all Union Carbides telecom

links if they didn't replace all telephones and lines they were
removing from within the plant, brought about a quick response
from the company.

HIGH PERSONAL PRICE

However, for the sit-in workers there was a high personal

price to pay for their actions. Several marriages suffered or
actually collapsed, as wives felt the terrible strain. The wives
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didn't have the support that the sit-in men received and in

fact there were some who received no outside help at all. They
often had to cope with their own positive/negative feelings
about the sit-in, young children, the company letters, hoax
and threatening telephone calls and the situation of no income.

There were obvious indications of general unity amongst the
wives and certainly no united womens groups as was the case

during the 1934 Wonthaggi coal strike.^
It had been claimed by sit-in workers that once they were
all organised the atmosphere relaxed and it became a little

like a "holiday camp". I would suggest that this was the
opposite in fact for the wives of the sit-in workers. As far as
I am concerned those few wives had the worst end of the deal.I

could understand why some wives placed pressure on their husbands
to leave the sit-in.

These feelings led to friction between some of the sit-in

wives and the organisers on the outside. There were those wives

who understood the significance of men occupying the plant but

who couldn't accept that it had to be the same men always.
There was the feeling that men from outside the fence should
take the place of those on the inside (even if on a roster basis

with most men staying in for only a few days each).
POSITIVE CONSEQUENCES

Yet on the industrial scene positive consequences have

occured. From the workers point of view there was a feeling of
success when in 1980 they were granted the 35 hour week.

A more far reaching outcome is only obvious retrospectively
ie. as one looks back to 1979 it is obvious that both sides

(company and workers) are more prepared to talk to each other and

discuss any problems or disagreements that may arise. The company
set in place the process of "State of the Nation" talks by which
they explain to the workers the company's plans and situations.

*
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Although there are other contributing factors to the fact
that there has been no time lost out the gate since the sit-in
much of the credit must go to the fact that management and workers

are communicating more and some of the "us and them" attitudes
have been broken down.

There is a feeling among some workers that management now
has more respect of the general workforce once they realised that
most of the men involved in the initial actions were not the so

called militants and stirers, but just ordinary men who found
themselves in a threatening situation.

This industrial action at Union Carbide lends itself to

examination of some of the processes and outcomes of Industrial
Relations-within Australia. In its aftermath it poses particular
questions some of which we can only hypothosize about the answers.

Here I would like to examine briefly the role of government
and a governing body ie. the A.C.T.U. in such disputes.

The then Federal government must accept some responsibility
for a push for the 35 hour week when back in 1972 as part of a
policy speech the then Prime Minister said that "all Commonwealth

employees will receive
be reduced by 1-1/4

and their weeks working hours will

hours to 35 hours" (Musemici P.4) This

at a time when most workers were still working the 40 hour week.

By 1979 and this sit in Mr Fraser was the Prime Minister

and there was the feeling that his government was backing Union
Carbide to use the clause they had submitted to section 142 in
order to deregister the workers concerned.

ROLE OF THE

A.C.T.U.

With regard to the actions of the A.C.T.U. I was surprised
by their lack of involvement in the sit-in and to the lack of

their reference in documents about the 35 hour week campaign
of the implications of the Union Carbide sit-in. The A.C.T.U.
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its support and stepped up tempo re the 35

hour week issue in 1980. During one of the interviews I remarked
on this to a sit-in worker who was and still is on the State

Council of the E.T.U. He responded that the workers voted not
to include or involve the A.C.T.U. in their fight for the 35

hour week because they felt the A.C.T.U. had a poor record in
negotiation on the previous 35 hour week campaign in 1974.

This dispute indicates just what can happen when workers
feel threatened and feel as if they have nothing to lose.

It demonstrates once more that the only way better working
conditions are implemented is through union pressure. As John

Halfpenny said at a 35 hour symposium on November 21st 1980
"that without metal workers.... I mean trade unionist

there

would be no symposium today on the 35 hour week. As the keynote
address this morning, I hope, would have made it clear to you,

it is, and has always been from workers and trade unions

initiatives, and the struggle by trade unionists, that working
hours have been reduced and will continue to be reduced....

Just as it is with every major concession, it is not the
eloquence or the logic of the argument, it is the struggle of
the workers that extracts from employers every major concession
that we all kiow and in particular, employers and their
conservative spokespersons, proclaim as being part of the
Australian way of life"

MEDIA BLACKOUT

Another interesting aspect of the sit-in was what appeared
to be an effective media blackout after the first week. During
the first week there was adequate television news coverage and

articles with newspapers but after this even though the sit-in
was continuing with good local union and community support the

media suddenly lost interest, except for 'Direct Action'. Even
when it became the longest sit-in in Australian history there
was still no large media interest. Is there the possibility that
this was a result of "directives from very senior people" who

didn't want the 35 hour week campaign to become an issue again?
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Workers at Union Carbide felt they had a good claim for

the 35 hour week. The company was reportedly making increased

profits and the workers felt that the company could pay. Unemployment
was increasing and the workers felt that with the introduction
of the 35 hour week more workers could be employed as was the
situation with the two companies under the oil agreement whose
• workers received the 35-hour week in 1974.

It is not possible to dwell on the "if only" but when I

put this to various workers involved I got the impression they
would have made the same decisions even though at the time they
didn't consider the consequences of the fatal decision on
August 27th, 1979 and most feel that without their actions the

majority of workers in Australia would still be working the
40 hour week.

I feel the men concerned are to be admired for the

conviction they demonstrated. Even if the readers do not agree
with their cause they must acknowledge that the men set new
standards in industrial relations and demonstrated what can be

achieved by a small group of ordinary workers. Surely in union,
ie. general union of men as well as unionism, this is strength.

Robyn Donovan
Notes:

See Direct Action. September, 27 1979

2.

See Peter Cochrane. The Wonthaggi Coal Strike 1934.
especially P.28 in Labour History. Number 27 November 1974
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